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Before you watch 
A Complete the sentences with the words in the box. There is one extra word. 

compact innovative portable 
countless obsolete standard 

1. Before I got my GPS, I got lost _____________ times. I could never get anywhere without 
help. It was really embarrassing. 

2. I like the new, more _____________ tablets. The smaller size is much more convenient.  
3. I would never get a GPS device for my car. I have GPS on my phone, which is much more 

_____________. I can bring it with me whether I’m driving, walking, or taking public 
transportation. 

4. I feel that the home phone has become _____________. I honestly don’t know why people still 
have them. I mean everyone has a cell phone nowadays.  

5. There are some truly _____________ apps that you can add to your smartphone. You can do 
everything from tracking calories to watching movies to ordering food, all just by touching an 
app on your phone. 

 
While you watch 
A Watch the video. Check (✔) the topics that are discussed. 

 how to use a GPS device 
 integrating GPS into everyday technology 
 integrating GPS into aircraft and ship designs 
 the size and usefulness of compasses 
 how useless compasses are nowadays 
 the ways that GPS devices are not useful  
 using compasses on land and sea 

B Watch the video. Circle the correct option to complete the sentences.  

1. The most rudimentary instrument used to find direction is the ____. 
a. GPS b. satellite c. compass 

2. The compass was probably invented by ____. 
a. the Chinese b. Americans c. the Spanish 

3. The original compass design was likely based on ____. 
a. graphite b. the lodestone c. zinc 

4. The compass functions ____. 
a.  better in the daylight b. better when it’s raining  
c. equally well in all conditions   

5. The design of the magnetic compass ____. 
a. hasn’t changed in centuries b. has changed a couple of times  
c. changes once every few years  

6. Alternatives to the compass were developed thanks to ____. 
a. the Internet  b. satellite technology c. email 
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7. GPS was originally developed ____. 
a. to reduce traffic  b. to decrease accidents c. for the military 

8. According to the video, GPS is used to ____. 
a. track migrating birds b. help locate people who are lost c. track fish  

9. According to the video, GPS is being incorporated into ____ as standard. 
a. cars b. aircraft and ships c. bicycles 
 
 

After you watch 
A Answer the questions below. Try to use some of the words in the box. 

compact humble obsolete significant 
countless  innovative portable standard 
functional integral rudimentary 

1. What gadget do you use every day? What do you do with it?  

  

  

  

2. What electronics do you have that are older? Why haven’t you replaced them?  

  

  

  

3. What is your favorite piece of technology that has come out in the past few years? Why is it 

your favorite?  

  

  

  

4. What gadget do you want to buy but have been waiting to purchase? Why do you want it? 

Why have you been waiting?  

  

  

  

5. When was the last time you bought a computer? How have computers changed since you last 

bought one? 

  

  

  


